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This year's Old Spanish Days Fiesta Stock Horse Show and

Rodeo Committee has chosen Ernest Morris of Templeton as

its Honorary Vaquero. Erniet life embodies the preservation of
Californias rancho era skills. He is a third generation California

cattleman on both sides of his family tree. He is the great-

grandson of the late Samuel S. Jobe who was a Pony Express

rider and stagecoach driver. Ernie began working on various

Central Coast ranches as a boy. Learning from the older men

on these ranches he came to admire the horsemanship of the

vaquero.

He learned the craft of rawhide braiding from his

grandfather Jesse 
\iTilkenson who was a well-known yaquero

and master rawhide artisan. Ernie learned to make not only the

unique vaquero tack used to work a young horse known as "la

jaquima" or hackamore, but also the art of hair rope making to

supply the mecate reins traditionally used with the hackamore.

Those lucky enough to own them treasure his creations as

works of art.

Painting horses and cattle has been a hobby for Ernie for

most of his life. In 1964 he became a full-time artist,

concentrating on the media of oil, watercolor, pen

and ink, acrylic and pencil. He also sculpts with
wood and bronze. His work has been exhibited in
many art shows and galleries, and has found its way

into major collections around the world. Ernie

graciously created a piece especially for the OId

Spanish Days Fiesta Stock Horse Show and Rodeo

called "El Vaquero," which has been used as the

basis for this year's program cover and poster.

He is also an author. His books, El Buckaroo, El

Vaquero, and Riata Man, all include his illustrations.

In 1981, he was selected for \)(ho's Who in
California and in l9B5 he was included in
Personalities of America and Men of Achievement

in the \7orld.
Ernie's studio is on the grounds of his ranch

where he lives with his wife, Blanche.

He will ride with the Fiesta Paradet Rodeo

Group as well as appearing horseback at every

rodeo performance. 'il4ren announcer Bob Feist

announces Ernie, make sure you give this

California legend a hand.
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